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1 . OPENING OF SESSION 

Professor De LAET presided and opened the session in the absence of the 

Chairman, Dr. Bravo, extending a welcome to the Members of the Committee» 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that the Proposed Programme and Budget 

Estimates for 1953 (EB9/19) followed in the main the pattern of the previous 

year's voltmi©, with cërtain alterations made necessary by changing circmstancee, 

� © îaâ ear d®velop®ent .Ьшп the extension of WHO's co-orálnating role j and an 

attempt had been made to incorporate in the document an indication of the facili-

ties and resources available from international sources such as UNICEF. Because 

of the multiplicity of the work now being done in international health it was not 

possible to include all such information, but it might be possible for more to 

be done in that direction in the future. 

The programme generally represented a consolidation and extension of the 

programmes for 1951 and 1952， and an attempt had been made to indicate the 

integral nature of the whole programme - under both technical assistance and the 

regular budget. An attempt had also been made - although necessarily incompletely 

to show the relationship of the programme to the economic and technical 

development of the relevant countries. 

The present volume contained an additional table shoMng the scales of 

asaessment for 1951, 1952 and 1953, the amounts to be assessed to finance the 

1^53 budget being based on the same scale as for 1952. The Organization had 

grown during 1951 and would continue to do so in 1952 and 1953. Personnel 

eoployed in the work of the Organization^ who 9t the end of 1950 had totalled 682， 

excluding consultants, had increased by the end of 1951 to about 1,000 - an 

increase of roughly 5 0 � . There had not been major difficulty in finding the 
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required personnel, although doubts had been expressed on this point a year ago. 

Further increases would depend largely on amounts made available under technical 

assistance. The increase in 1952 over 1951 would be some 70 staff members, and. 

an additional 35 in 1953. Of those increases- very little indeed was at 

headquarters. Under tho regular budget the staff figures for headquarters were; 

1951, 36?í 1952, 376i and 1953, 378.. ‘ Under technical assistance, despite 

considerably more work, the increases at headquarters had been very small - from 

47 in 1951 to 60 in 1952， and 62 in J953. Hence, virtually al丄 the increases, 

.envisaged for 1953 were for activities away from headquarters. 

The Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1953 provided, for ал increase 

in the regular budget over 1952 of $812,000. This was mainly for increased 

field activities, apart from normal salary increments and the increased costs of 

supplies and printing brought about by rising prices, Considerable emphasis 

had been placed on education and training services, more than half of the total 

increase requested for 1953 being for this purpose. 

The proposed programme to be financed from funds available under tiie United 

Nations Expanded Prograome of Technical Assistance represented present planning. 

The extent to which this wculd be carried out would depend upon the amount of 

funds actually made available. Nearly 100 projects started before the end of 

1951 would be continued into 1952/ and with the- addition of naw projects to ba • 

started enrly in 1952, "WHO would need approximately 卷7，.900，000 in 1952. It was 

estimated that for 1953 a sura of 18,750,000 would be required. 

Referring to the relationships betwoen parts of the budget devoted to 

administrative services, as defined by Т1Ш0, and the operating and technical 

services to be provided, he mentioned that a table would be found on pages 48 and 

49 of document EB9/19 showing the amounts and percentages of the regular budget, 
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technical assistance and othervextra-budgetary funds and the overall total by 

major functions. The table clearly indicated that as the total increased, a 

larger proportion was directed to the various services provided by WHO. 

It was becoming clear that, at the level of expenditure planned for 1952 

and 1953, WHO'S decentralized type of structure was economically sound. 

Professor De LAET thanked the Dire с tor-Oemral for his statement and 

proposed that tho meeting be adjourned until 3,30 p . m” siftc© Or. Bravo would 

have arrived by then, and b> enable members to study document• -

The meeting rose at 10.30 a.m. 
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1 . OPENING OF SESSION 

Professor de LAET presided and opened the session in the absence of the 

Chairman, Dr. Bravo, extending a welcome to the Members of the Committee. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that the Proposed Programme and Budget 

Estimates for 1953 (EB9/19) followed in the main the pattern of the previous 

year�s volume, m t h certain alterations made necessary by changing circumstances. 

The major development had been the extension of WHO's co-ordinating role• and an 

attempt had been made to incorporate in the document an indication of the facili-

ties and resources available from international sources such as UNICEF. Because 

of the multiplicity of the work now being done in international health it was not 

possible to include all such information, but it might be possible for more to 

be done in that direction in the future. 

The programme generally represented a consolidation and extension of the 

programmes for 1951 and 1952, and an attempt had been made to indicate the 

integral nature of the whole programme - under both technical assistance and the 

regular budget. An attempt had also been made - although necessarily incompletely _ 

to show the relationship of the programme to the economic and technical 

development of the relevant countries. ' 

The prosent volume contained an additional table showing the scales of 

assessment for 1951, 1952 and 1953, the amounts to be assessed to finance the 

1953 budget being basuçi on tho sane scale as for 1952. The Organization had 

grown during 1951 and would continue to do so in 1952 and 1953 „ Personnel 

eoplDyed in the work of the Organization, who the end of 1950 had totalled 682， 

excluding consultants, had increased by the end of 1951 to about 1,000 - an 

increase of roughly 50%. There had not been major difficulty in finding the 



required personnel, although doubts had been expressed on this point a year ago. 

Farther increases ^ould depend largely on amounts made available under technical 

assistance. The increase in 1952 ovor 1951 would be some 70 staff members, and 

an additional 35 in 1953. Of those increases very little indeed was at 

headquarters. Under the regular budget the staff figures for headquarters were: 

1951，369 • 1952, 3 7 6 a n d 1953，37S. Under technical assistance, despite 

considerably more work, the increases at headquarters had been very small - from 

47 i
n
 1951 to 60 in 1952, and 62 in 1953. Hence, virtually all the increases 

envisaged for 1953 were for activities away from headquarters. 

The proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1953 provided for ал increase 

in the regular budget over 1952 of f«812,000. This was mainly for increased 

field activities, apart from normal salary increments and the increased costs of 

supplies and printing brought about by rising prices. Considerable emphasis 

had been placed on education and training services, more than half of the total 

increase requested for 1953 being for this purpose. 

The proposed programme to be financed from funds available under the United 

..Nations Expanded PrograEine of Technical Assistance represented present planning. 

The extent to which this Tfculd be carried out would depend upon the amount of 

funds actually made available. Nearly 100 projects started before the end of 

1951 would be continued into 1952j and with the addition of new projects to be 

started on.rly in 1952, ？Щ0 would need approximately ^7,900,000 in 1952. It was 

estimated that for 1953 a sum oí 、8,750,000 would be required. 

Referring to the relationships between parts of the budget devoted to 

administrative services，as defined by .WHO, and tho operating and technical 

services to be provided, he mentioned that a table would, be found on pages 48 and 

49 of document EB9 / 19 shoTdng the. amounts and percentages of the regular budget, 



technical assistance and other extra-budgetary funds and the overall total by 

major functions. The table clearly indicated that as the total increased， a 

larger proportion was directed to tho various services provided by WHO. 

It was becoming clear that, at the level of expenditure planned for 1952 

and 1953^ WHO
1

 s decentralized type of structure was economically sound. 

Professor DE LAET thanked the Ittrector-Geiieral for his statement and 

proposed that the meeting be adjourned until 3»30 p.au, since Dr* Bravo would 

have arrived by them, and to enable members to study the doctment^ 

The meeting rose at 10*30 a
#
m . 


